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Boulder Valley Lacrosse Practice Plan 8 
 
0:00—0:10 GOALIE WARMUP      Warm up goalies during this period—emphasis on goalie seeing the ball.  COACHES always 
warm up goalies with the intent of building confidence—players should NEVER warm up a goalie.  Work on “LATERAL 
STEPPING”— we do not tell our goalies to “step to the ball”.   
 
0:00-0:10  FOUR CORNERS PASSING.    Roll right—catch left—throw right.   Then roll left—catch right—throw left.   Then all 
right hand—throwbacks  (lefties can “roll back” to pass).     
 
0:10-0:25  CROSS CAGE SHOOTING WITH D POLE SLIDE TO SHOOTER.   D poles set up near feeder at GLE.   When shooter 
catches ball, D pole is released to slide and challenge shooter.   Shooter can take time & room before D arrives, or face dodge to 
a quick finish.    D MUST SLIDE “UNDER CONTROL”—NOT FLYING OUT TO GET FACE DODGED, BUT IN “BREAKDOWN” POSITION. 
 
0:25-0:40  DIAMOND 7  LINE GBs.   One player must go to X and ball must go through X before O can attack.   
Organize according to practice numbers (4v3 preferred).  4 lines of White, 3 lines of Green.  Coach rolls out GB.  If white 
possesses, play to a shot.  If green possesses, pass to goalie and clear ball to midfield.  Switch offense & defense after 8 mins.  
Coaches focussing on "SHAPES" Offensively & Defensively.   
 
For 7 line GBs:  4 O always spread out into BOX (HERE, “DIAMOND” shape around the cage), 3 D forming Triangle.  O stays 
spread out, D rotates opposite to ball movement.    D must cover and pressure ball below GLE. 
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0:40- 0:50 RALLY IN THE ALLEY.   Players battle 1v1 to clear the ball from one end of the offensive alley outside the box to the 
other.  Emphasizes strong dodging and riding skills.  Generally drills starts with longpoles and goalies in A1 and A2 “winner” 
lines.  Ball starts with first D1, who passes to first A1 and steps into the alley.  A1 has 10 seconds to dodge with the ball to the 
opposite end of the alley (A2).  Players in the D1 and D2 lines count down out loud to 10.  If A1 steps out of the alley or drops 
the ball, he loses and must join the D1 or D2 “loser” lines.  If he dodges within the time limit to the other end, he wins and 
returns to a dodging line.   If D1 forces A1 out of bounds or creates a turnover, he wins and gets to join the A1 or A2 line.  Then 
first player in D2 steps out, passes to A2 who is trying to dodge past him to the A1 line.   
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0:50-1:05  ENGLAND DRILL  
 
1:05 WATER BREAK 
 
1:05-1:20  WEST GENNY Standard 3v2    
 
1:20  6v6 with Zero offense.    RUN “ZERO” OFFENSE WITH NEW “HOT WHEELS” CALL. 
 
“Hot Wheels”--  players in Zero formation continually circling to the right, making “throwback”  passes and looking to initiate 
a dodge.   Off ball players can cut randomly, set picks, and should generally look to exploit seams in the defense.   So named 
because it emulates a  “Wheel” play on EMO, but with all 6 players cycling around the cage.    


